Wellstead Project Overview – Year 5 – Spring Term 1 2018
English

Topic Name

Missing poster for Lila, Max or Con - character description

Carnival!

Maths




Mini saga to finish the story with own ending.
(Including speech)



Short discursive write
‘Is Rio the perfect city destination?’
inc. 2 viewpoints street kids & tourism










Spelling Rules
Spell words ending in –ant, -ance/-ancy –ent, -ence/ency
e.g. transparent/transparency. tolerant, tolerance

Home Learning
Set on Thursday for hand in the following Thursday alternate weeks Maths and English
Presentation on Hobbies and Interests
(date to come home w/b 8th Jan)
Brazil project - due in 22nd January (or before!)
Geography

Focus Text/s

count forwards or backwards in steps of powers
of 10 for any given number up to 1 000 000
read, write, order and compare numbers to at
least 1 000 000 and determine the value of each digit
round any number up to 1 000 000 to the nearest
10, 100, 1000, 10 000 and 100 000
interpret negative numbers in context, count
forwards and backwards with positive and negative
whole numbers through zero
read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and recognise
years written in Roman numerals
compare and order fractions whose denominators
are all multiples of the same number
identify, name and write equivalent fractions of a
given fraction, represented visually, including tenths
and hundredths
recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions
(and convert from one form to the other and write
mathematical statements > 1 as a mixed number (e.g.
2
/5 + 4/5 = 6/5 = 11/5)
add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator and multiples of the same number
Science
Forces

The Explorer - Katherine Rundell
Hook, Celebration, Trip, Visitor?

SMSC/PSHE/PDL

Make a favela and samba dancing
Library days

Safer internet day

Thursday

Art
Carnival mask
Brazilian artist study

P4C - Life in the favelas

Computing

RE

PE

Music

Freedom - Passover and Moses

Samba dance
Outdoor games

Hampshire Music Service sessions linked to our Carnival!
topic

PE days - Wednesday and Friday
MFL
The weather
What you can do at home
Practise the spelling rules and the Spelling Bee words, reading, all times tables up to 12x12 (all children should have a Times Tables Rockstars login)

